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Abstract--The use of isometries to create and "perfectly color" symmetric tilings and patterns is 
explained. The reader is not presumed to have knowledge of isometries, group theory, or computer 
science. A student, designer, teacher, or any other person interested in the interplay of geometry and 
art (particularly geometric symmetry), and the possibility of implementation using computer graphics, 
can learn from this paper. 
The title of this article is intended to be read both literally and figuratively. We will provide, 
"in black and white," directions for a designer to follow in order to create a symmetric pattern 
and then "perfectly color" it, and we will restrict the discussion primarily to coloring symmetric 
patterns with two colors (black and white). There is no lack of mathematical literature on this 
topic; indeed, there is a confusing array of such literature since the topic of color symmetry 
has been explored and developed only in the last 25 years (Ref. [20] lists over 100 papers 
related to the subject). A few of the most recent papers (see [20] and [21]) are helpful in 
pointing out some of the restrictive assumptions ordiffering interpretations of "color symmetry" 
made by various authors, which are certain to confuse a reader who naively seeks information 
on the topic. In this article, we rely on the definitions and theory of color symmetry which 
have emerged as the current "standard," and which have provided the most logical means of 
analysing, classifying, and creating colored symmetric patterns. 
We begin with a discussion intended to help a designer to understand and use the geometric 
machinery called isometries to create symmetric patterns and tilings of the plane. Once this is 
done, we can explain how to "perfectly color" such designs. Those readers familiar with 
isometries and the generation of periodic patterns may skip the first section. 
1. ISOMETRIES  AND THE GENERATION OF DESIGNS AND T IL INGS 
Decorative art and graphic design have been an important part of every culture in every 
period of history, and continue to be important today. We have included in the references just 
a few collections of such designs; there is a wealth of literature available which attests to the 
variety of styles and applications of such art. (The Dover Pictorial Archives is an excellent 
source of such illustrations.) 
Many (perhaps most) of the graphic designs found in commercial nd decorative art possess 
symmetry: a part of the design (a motif or a single tile) is repeated regularly to create the whole 
design. There are just four different ways in which a motif or tile can be related to a congruent 
copy of itself if this relationship is described in terms of geometric transformations which 
preserve shape. Mathematicians call these transformations i ometries (isos = equal, m~- 
tron= measure), and the four distinct types of transformations are translations, rotations, 
reflections, and glide reflections. 
1.1 Translation 
A translation of points in the plane shifts all points the same distance in the same direction. 
A vector (arrow) shows the direction of the shift, and its length is the distance the points are 
shifted. When the same translation T is repeatedly applied to a motif, it creates a row of equally 
spaced images of the motif, all facing in the same direction. Reversing the direction of the 
vector, but not its length, we obtain a translation, denoted by -T ,  which can repeat he motif 
ad infinitum in the opposite direction (see Fig. 1). 
The border, or frieze design so created (which theoretically extends infinitely), is said to 
be generated by the translation T, and is called a periodic border design. The "period" of the 
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Fig. 1. Repeatedly applying the translation T to a motif creates a periodic border design. 
design is just the length of the vector T. The whole border design has the property that if it is 
shifted by the translation T or - T, then motifs are superimposed on their congruent copies-- 
to a viewer, the border would look exactly the same as before the shift. 
A periodic border tiling is created in the same manner: begin with a single tile, and shift 
it repeatedly by a single translation. Since such a tiling is expected to have the tiles interlock 
with each other (no gaps between and no overlaps of tiles), the tile must fulfill simple conditions 
which are imposed by the translation. Assuming that we are translating the tile horizontally to 
its adjacent copy, the two tiles will interlock, or match, only if the left side of each tile has 
the same boundary shape as its right side. We can describe precisely how such a tile can be 
created (see Fig. 2). Begin with any parallelogram, and join the bottom left corner A to the 
top left corner B with any curve which does not intersect i self, and then translate a copy of 
that curve so that the copy joins the lower right corner D to the upper right corner C of the 
parallelogram. The bottom edge AD of the parallelogram can be taken as the vector of the 
translation T which carries this out. If the border is to be just one tile "high," then join B to 
C with any curve that doesn't intersect i self and which, after translation by T or - T, does not 
intersect the left or right edge of the tile (except, of course, at the corners). Do the same to 
create the bottom edge of the tile, joining A and D. The completed tile, translated repeatedly 
by T and - T, will produce a periodic border tiling. 
Given a periodic border design generated by a translation T~, if we take a second translation 
T2 whose vector is not parallel to Tl and repeatedly apply T2 and -T2 to the border, then a 
"wallpaper" pattern is created in which the motif repeats regularly in two directions, and the 
design extends throughout the plane. Such a design is called a two-dimensional (or planar) 
periodic design, generated by TI and T2 [see Fig. 3(a)]. 
If we choose a point P on the original motif, and record all of the copies of P as it is 
repeatedly translated by Tl and -T l ,  T 2 and -T2, then the images form an infinite array of 
dots, a lattice of points in the plane. Any two adjacent dots in this lattice represent the endpoints 
of a translation vector which, when applied to the whole pattern, superimposes it on itself. In 
fact, any vector whose endpoints are any two dots in the lattice of a periodic planar pattern 
will correspond to a translation which will superimpose the whole pattern on itself. This is a 
consequence of vector addition: the result of first applying translation T~ and then applying 
translation T2 is the same as applying a translation called T 1 + T 2 where the three translation 
vectors are related by the triangle diagram in Fig. 3(b). Similarly, 2T1 is a vector in the same 
direction as Tl, having twice the length of T~. Successive application of several translations 
can produce a translation having any desired vector which joins two lattice points. 
A periodic planar tiling, in which a single tile is repeated by translations to fill the plane, 
can be thought of as a periodic border tiling in which copies of the border are "carefully" 
stacked to fill the plane. The qualifer "carefully" refers to the exact procedure of stacking: the 
infinite border is translated repeatedly by the same vectors (T2 and - T2 above) to fill the plane. 
Of course, as with the tile border, we require that the tiles fit against each other exactly; this 
requires that the "top" and "bottom" of the border tiling match, as well as "left" and "right" 
edges of the tile. So to create such a tile, begin as before with any parallelogram and create 
A ~  m-D 
T 
Fig. 2. The creation of a tile which fills out a periodic border tiling by translation. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Independent translations T, and T2, repeatedly applied to a motif to generate a wallpaper pattern. 
(b) The lattice of the pattern in (a), together with illustrations of the "vector addition" of translations T, 
and T,. 
left and right matching edges, using the bottom of the parallelogram as the vector TI to match 
these edges. Then, in the same manner, create matching bottom and top edges of the tile, using 
the left side of the parallelogram as the vector T2 which matches these edges. As before, take 
care that edges of the tile (and their translates) do not actually cross. Figure 4 shows the creation 
of two such tiles; note that part of the left edge of the tile is used as part of the bottom edge 
of the tile in Fig. 4(b). 
1.2 Rotation 
A rotation of points in the plane moves points by turning the plane about a fixed point 
(called the center of rotation). When the angle of the turn is an integral divisor of 360 ° , say 
360°/n, then the rotation is called an n-fold rotation. This terminology emphasizes the fact that 
if a motif in the plane is repeated by successive rotations through an angle of 360°/n about a 
fixed center, then the motif is returned to its original position after n such turns. A design so 
created is said to have n-fold rotational symmetry` (see Fig. 5). 
A rotation of 360 ° (n = 1) sends each point in the plane to its original position; this 
isometry has the same effect as leaving each point fixed, and is called the identi~ isometry. In 
the special case n = 2 (the angle of rotation is 180°), the rotation is often called a half-turn, 
and a design created by a motif and its image under a half-turn is said to have point symmetry, 
or central symmetry. This terminology emphasizes the fact that in such a design, each point P 
on the motif has a unique corresponding point P' on the image of the motif: the two points P 
and P' are endpoints of a line segment having as its midpoint he fixed center of the half-turn. 
Figure 6 illustrates the concept of central symmetry; the "letter-form S" of Fig. 6(b) was 
designed by Wallace Walker. 
Just as a tile which fills a border by translation is created by altering the sides of a 
parallelogram, a tile which fills out a '~rosette" by n-fold rotations can be created by altering 
the sides of a circular sector (wedge) AOB whose central angle is 360°/n. Join the vertex O 
of the sector to endpoint A of the arc of the sector, using any curve which does not intersect 
itself. Rotate the curve about O through an angle of 360°/n, so that the image of the curve 
T 1 T 1 
Fig. 4. By altering aparallelogram, a tile is created which fills the plane by repeated application oftranslations 
T, and T:. The tile in (a) has two pairs of "parallel edges," and may be thought of as a "generalized 
parallelogram." The tile in (b) has three pairs of parallel edges and is called a "par-hexagon"; a tile created 
in a similar manner, with bent or curved edges, may be thought of as a "generalized par-hexagon." 
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Fig. 5. (a) Rotating amotif 120 ° about a fixed center O creates adesign with threefold rotational symmetry. 
(b) A design with sixfold rotational symmetry. 
joins O to B. (If the image of the curve crosses the original curve, adjust the original curve 
and repeat.) The tile is completed by joining A to B with any simple curve. Rotating this tile 
n - 1 times about O will fill out the rosette tiling (see Fig. 7). 
1.3 Reflection 
A reflection of points in the plane is determined by a fixed line, called the mirror line, or 
reflection axis: every point not on the line is sent to its mirror image with respect o the line, 
and every point on the line is left fixed. (This is a "two-sided" mirror; that is, points and their 
mirror images literally exchange positions.) Geometrically, this means that every point P not 
on the mirror line is sent to a point P' (its mirror image) where P and P' are endpoints of a 
line segment whose perpendicular bisector is the mirror line. If the same reflection is repeated 
twice, then every point in the plane is sent to its original position. Figure 8(a) illustrates these 
remarks; the mirror line here and in all subsequent illustrations is indicated by a double line, 
as is cumstomary in the literature. 
The repeated action of two reflections, each having a different mirror line, is more inter- 
esting. If Rj is a reflection in mirror line ml and R 2 is a reflection in mirror line mz, and ml is 
parallel to m2, then the reflection RI followed by the reflection R2 will have the same effect on 
points in the plane as a translation whose vector is perpendicular to the mirror lines and has 
length twice the distance between them. Most readers have witnessed the infinite repetition of 
images and their reflections which occurs when an object is placed between two parallel mirrors. 
Thus the design generated by repeatedly applying R, and Rz to a motif is a periodic border 
design, in which adjacent motifs are mirror images, and every other motif is a translated image 
[see Fig. 8(b)]. 
If the mirror lines ml and m2 intersect in point O, then the reflection R~ followed by R2 
will have the same effect on points in the plane as a rotation about the point O. This phenomenon 
is familiar to all in the action of a kaleidoscope: when colored objects are placed between two 
mirrors which form an angle of 180°/n, a beautiful symmetric repetition of the objects and their 
reflections fills out a circular design.The viewer sees through the peephole of the kaleidoscope 
n copies of matched left and right images of the original objects. Thus to create a design having 
this kaleidoscopic symmetry, simply place a motif between two mirror lines which intersect 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) In a design with central, or point, symmetry, each point P can be paired with its image P': P and 
P' interchange places when the design is rotated 180 °about its center O. (b) Letterform S,by Wallace Walker, 
exemplifies central symmetry. 
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Fig. 7. A tile which fills out a rosette tiling with fourfold rotational symmetry can be created from a circular 
wedge with central angle 90 ° . 
at an angle of 1800/n and repeatedly reflect the object and its reflections in the mirror lines 
(Fig. 9). 
A single tile which fills out a rosette in this manner must necessarily be a wedge with 
straight sides: the sides of the tile are mirror lines of the completed rosette. The only freedom 
in creating such a tile is the choice of the "outside" boundary segment [see Fig. 9(c)]. 
1.4 Glide reflection 
A glide reflection, as its name suggests, is a transformation of points in the plane which 
combines a translation (glide) and a reflection. It may be obtained by a reflection followed 
nonstop by a translation which is parallel to the mirror line, or by a translation followed by a 
reflection in a mirror line parallel to the translation vector. A single vector, called the glide 
vector (dashed in our illustrations), is often used to denote both the mirror line and the translation 
vector. When a single glide reflection is repeatedly applied to a motif, it creates a row of 
equispaced images of the motif, in which reflected and direct images alternate. The pattern is 
much like footprints in the sand, which are equispaced and alternate: left foot, right foot. We 
can observe that the effect of a glide reflection applied twice successively to a motif is the same 
as a translation T through twice the distance of the glide. If - G denotes the glide reflection 
with glide vector opposite to that of G, then G and - G generate a periodic border design whose 
translation period is 2G = T (see Fig. 10). 
One way to create a tile which will fill out a border by successive applications of a glide 
reflection is to begin with a rectangle ABCD having M and N as midpoints of sides AB and 
CD, respectively [Fig. 1 l(a)]. Join corners A and B with a nonintersecting curve. Translate the 
curve to CD and then reflect the translated curve in the mirror line MN. The glide-reflected 
image of the curve will join C and D, but in the "opposite" manner: the endpoint at A will 
have its image at C and the endpoint at B will have its image at D. (If the glide-reflected image 
intersects the curve from A to B, adjust the original curve and repeat.) Join A to D and B to 
C with curves that do not intersect he left and right "edges,"  except at A, B, C, D. This tile 
will fill out a border by repeated application of the glide reflection with glide vector MN. 
Another way to create a tile that will fill out a border by glide reflection is to begin with 
a rectangle ABCD having center O, with M the midpoint of AB and P the midpoint of AD [see 
Fig. 1 l(b)]. Join P to B and join B to C with nonintersecting curves. Glide-reflect these curves 
using as glide vector MO; the image of the curve joining P and B will join C and P, and the 
image of the curve joining B and C will become the bottom edge of the next tile created by 
repeating the glide reflection. Now fill out the border tiling by repeated application of the glide 
vector MO. 
m II m I ~ m 2 _- 
(a) T (b) 
Fig. 8. (a) A reflection in mirror line m sends each point in the plane to its mirror image; if P and P' are mirror 
images of each other with respect o m, then the reflection in m causes them to interchange positions. (b) 
Repeated reflection of a motif in two parallel mirrors creates a periodic border design. Reflecting the motif first 
in mirror m, and then reflecting its image in m,. has the same effect as translating the motif by the vector T. 
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Fig. 9. (a) Repeated reflection of a motif in two mirrors which intersect in an angle of 60 ° creates a rosette 
design with threefold kaleidoscopic symmetry. (b) A snowflake has sixfold kaleidoscopic symmetry. (c) A tile 
created by altering the "outside" boundary of a circular wedge with central angle 90 ° can be reflected in the 
two straight sides of the wedge to create a rosette tiling having twofold kaleidoscopic symmetry. 
Our purpose here is not to thoroughly explore the four types of isometries and their 
properties, but rather to give the designer an idea of how they are defined, how some of them 
interact, and how periodic designs and tilings can be created using the isometries. Transformation 
geometry is the study of isometries and their interactions; it must be thoroughly investigated to
fully understand why (from a mathematical point of view) such a limited number of kinds of 
symmetric designs are possible. (The next section makes clear how limited the possibilities 
are.) There are no artistic fetters imposed a priori on a designer by mathematicians, but if the 
designer wishes to use isometries to create certain kinds of symmetry in a design, then the 
geometry will impose certain restrictions. Reference [27] gives an elementary introduction to 
transformation geometry; Ref. [3] also contains a discussion of isometries. 
Designers with access to computer graphics have a powerful aid in the creation of designs 
using isometries. Some computer systems (even microcomputers) have "built in" the actions 
of translation, reflection and rotation. For those that do not, each of the four isometries can be 
represented very easily by a 3 × 3 matrix which acts on points in the plane, represented as 
vectors in the form (x, y, 1) (the first two coordinates are the usual cartesian coordinates of the 
point; see, for example, [16]). Thus, utilizing "hardware" or "software," or both, a designer 
can enter a motif into the computer, have the computer perform transformations on the motif 
to create adesign, and then scrutinize the result and keep it (print or store), adjust it, or destroy 
it. Using the computer as a scratch pad can allow for a great deal more experimentation than 
might be possible producing various trial designs by hand. 
2. SYMMETRY GROUPS AND THE CLASS IF ICAT ION OF DESIGNS 
Mathematicians (and many scientists) classify a design or tiling according to its symmetry 
group: this is the collection of all isometries which, when applied to the design or tiling, create 
an image which is superimposed xactly on the original so that, to the eye, it seems as though 
no transformation has taken place. (The design is said to be invariant under these isometries.) 
Isometries which leave a design invariant are often called symmetries of the design; thus the 
mathematicians have claimed the descriptive adjective "symmetry" as the noun which names 
the action (transformation) which creates the symmetric properties of the design. The word 
"group" is not only descriptive of a certain collection of isometries, but is also used in its 
technical mathematical sense. Although the details of group structure are not essential for our 
descriptive purpose, it is this algebraic structure which underlies the classification theory. 
Classifying designs by symmetry groups is not especially useful from an artistic point of 
view--this method of identification tells us little about the artistic merit or richness of the 
Fig. 10. Repeated application of a glide reflection G to a motif creates a periodic border design. Two successive 
applications of G to the motif has the same effect as translating the motif by the vector T. 
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Fig. 11. Two ways of creating a tile which fills out a periodic border by repeated application fa glide reflection. 
Note that although t e same rectangle ABCD guides the formation of the tiles in both (a) and (b), the glide 
vector in (b) is half the length of the glide vector in (a). 
design. For example, the symmetry group of a simple asterisk * is the same as that of the 
snowflake rosette design in Fig. 9(b), and, even worse, every asymmetric design (one which 
is not invariant under any isometry except he identity) has the same symmetry group, namely, 
the group consisting only of the identity isometry. To be fair in our criticism, we should note 
that when this system of classification is used in a fairly limited context of design, such as 
designs on pottery in a stratum of an archeological excavation, it can be very useful in grouping 
similar designs (for example, see Ref. [25]). 
Our emphasis here is on the creation of designs through the use of isometries, rather than 
the classification of completed esigns. The designer controls the artistic "input" by creating 
the motif or tile and then controls the symmetry of the design or tiling by choosing particular 
isometries to repeat he motif or tile. However, by using isometries to create designs and tilings, 
the end product will have its symmetry group generated by the same isometries that generate 
the design--the classification is free. We need to make the word "generate" (used in two ways 
in the previous sentence) more precise in order to carefully describe the different symmetry 
groups which are possible. 
Every designer wants to use a minimal number of "ingredients" to create a design which 
will be made up of repeated images of a single motif or tile. There are three distinct categories 
of designs which were introduced in Section 1: rosette designs, periodic border designs, and 
periodic planar designs. The corresponding tilings of each type were also introduced. For each 
of these categories, we want to define the concept of generating region for a design, and minimal 
set of generators for a design. 
Rosette designs 
In order to be able to refer unambiguously to the area occupied by a rosette design, we 
think of such a design as being inscribed in a circle, centered at O, where the radius of the 
circle can be as large as needed. If the design is to be created by rotating a motif n times about 
O, then a wedge (circular sector) having angle 360°/n at O is a minimal area in which to place 
the motif. (Think of the motif as carved in a wooden block for a circular print: the finished 
print must fill out the circular area, with n equispaced images of the motif swirling about O.) 
The single rotation R of 360°/n about O, acting repeatedly on the wedge, will produce the 
completed rosette design [Fig. 12(a)]. We also assume that the motif chosen is "minimal"; 
that is, there is not a smaller portion of the motif which, when acted on by rotations about O, 
will produce the whole design. The wedge will be called a generating region for the design (it 
is a smallest area of the plane whose images fill out the whole circle containing the design). 
The single rotation R is a generator of this design: repeatedly applying R to the generating 
region containing the motif creates the whole design. The symmetry group of this design consists 
of the n rotations which are multiples of R; the notation for the symmetry group is C,, (the 
cyclic group of n elements). 
The wedge (with straight sides) is not the only generating region possible for such a design; 
in fact, if the motif is very bent or curved, a better generating region would be a "wedge" 
with bent or curved sides, created in a manner similar to that shown in Fig. 7 [see Fig. 12(b)]. 
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Fig. 12. A rosette design with fourfold rotational symmetry has symmetry group C4. The wedge in (a) is a 
generating region for the design; the altered wedge in (b) is another generating region for the same design [note 
that he generating region (b) "fits" the motif better]. 
Even though the shapes of the two generating regions shown in Fig. 12 is different, note that 
their area is the same. This will be true in general: any two generating regions for a design will 
have the same area. 
If the rosette design is to have n-fold kaleidoscopic symmetry, a wedge having angle 
180°/n at O is the most natural to choose as the generating region in which to place the motif. 
The two reflections RI and R2, whose mirror lines are the sides of the wedge, will generate the 
design; that is, repeated reflection of the motif and its images in these two mirror lines will fill 
out the whole rosette design. If we assume that the motif does not have mirror symmetry (if it 
did, it could be split along its symmetry axis and just half of it used) then two isometries are 
necessary to create the whole design. Thus for this type of design, a minimal set of generators 
will contain two isometries. Although the number of isometries in a minimal set of generators 
for a design is unique, the choice of these isometries i  not always unique. For example, two 
other isometries which generate the design in Fig. 9(a) are the reflection RI and a rotation of 
120 ° about O. 
In general, the symmetry group of a design having n-fold kaleidoscopic symmetry consists 
of the n rotations in Co, together with n reflections, where the angle between adjacent mirror 
lines is 180°/n. The group is denoted Dn, and is called the dihedral group with n mirrors. Each 
of the 2n isometries in Dn is a "product" (a finite combination) of the two isometries in a 
minimal set of generators for the design. Thus we say that these two isometries generate the 
symmetry group D~. By means of these definitions, the generators of the design and the 
generators of the symmetry group can be considered the same. 
Rosette tilings 
For rosette tilings, we need not consider an (artificial) circle surrounding the tiling; the 
edge of such a tiling provides its own well-defined encircling boundary. Thus a generating 
region for a tiling with rotational symmetry or with kaleidoscopic symmetry will be a smallest 
tile which, when acted on repeatedly by the generating isometries, fills out the whole tiling. 
The tiles whose congruent copies fill out the rosette tilings shown in Figs. 7 and 9(c) are 
generating regions for those tilings. Minimal sets of generators for rosette filings are the same 
as those for rosette designs having the same symmetry group. 
Periodic border designs 
We will consider these designs as enclosed between two parallel lines (the edges of the 
border), that is, enclosed in a strip of finite width and infinite length, and having centerline L 
which is equidistant from the edges. To be called "periodic," such a border design must be 
generated by a finite set of isometries which includes a translation, and all of which superimpose 
the strip on itself. It is easy to discover that the only isometries that can be used to generate a
periodic border design are translations (with vector parallel to L), glide reflections (with glide 
vector on L), reflections (with mirror line L, or with mirror lines perpendicular toL), and half- 
turns (about centers which lie on L). Although it might seem that there could be a great variety 
of combinations of these isometries to create different border designs, the interactions are actually 
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quite limited: there are just seven distinct symmetry groups which are generated by combinations 
of these isometries. [By distinct, we mean (roughly) that the groups contain different collections 
of isometries.] 
The simplest periodic border design is that created by repeatedly applying a translation T 
(and -T )  to a motif, as in Fig. 1. If we think of stamping out such a design with the motif 
engraved in a linoleum block, then a generating region (the block) can be taken as a parallelogram 
with base equal to the vector of T and height he width of the strip. We will call this particular 
generating region a translation unit, to indicate that it is a smallest region which, when translated 
repeatedly by T and -T ,  produces the whole border design. (This assumes that the motif is 
"minimal" with respect to translation symmetry; that is, no smaller portion of the motif could 
produce the whole design when acted on repeatedly by some shorter translation vector.) We 
say that T generates the design, and T generates the symmetry group of the design, which will 
consist of all translations of the form mT, m an integer. Of course we could also take as a 
generating region an "altered" translation unit: let a curved boundary replace the left edge of 
a translation unit, and translate the boundary, using the vector of T, to a matching right edge. 
The shapes of the generating regions are different, but areas remain equal. 
Every periodic border design will have regular epetitions of its motif by translations; the 
shortest translation vector which leaves the design invariant will be taken as the base of the 
translation unit for that design. For example, the design generated by a single glide reflection 
G shown in Fig. 10 has the translation vector of 2G as its shortest translation vector. A generating 
region for a periodic border design will be a smallest region of the border which, when acted 
upon repeatedly by the generators of the design, will create the whole border design. For 
example, a generating region for the design just mentioned, generated by G, can be taken as 
half a translation unit, since G acting on this generating region containing the motif will create 
the whole design. 
We have organized the information which describes each of the seven types of periodic 
border designs in Table 1. There is no completely standard notation for these seven symmetry 
groups, but we have used notation found in several of the references. For each type of design 
we give the size of a generating region (relative to a translation unit), the number of isometries 
in a minimal set of generators (and the possible choices of isometries for these sets). Two of 
the seven borders are generated by a single isometry, four borders have a minimal set of generators 
containing two isometries, and one border equires three isometries as generators. Table 1 also 
contains a description of the isometries in each symmetry group, and shows a motif placed in 
a typical generating region and a portion of the border design with that motif. The placement 
of half-turn centers and mirror lines and lengths of glide vectors is important, and is evidence 
of the fact that the "product" of two isometries i equivalent to another isometry. In Table 1, 
the length of a minimal translation vector is the same for all seven borders, and all translation 
units have equal area. Using this table, a designer can choose a motif, decide the symmetry 
type of design to create, place the motif in a suitable generating region and use a minimal set 
of generators (properly positioned) to create the desired border design. 
Border tilings 
For periodic border tilings, we need not enclose the tiling in an artificial strip of finite 
width: the edges of the tiling outline a well-defined area of the plane which is covered by the 
tiling. Thus a generating region for such a tiling will be a tile of minimal area, which, when 
acted on repeatedly by a set of isometries, fills out the whole border. A translation unit in such 
a tiling is a minimal block of tiles which fills out the whole border by translations alone. Table 
2 parallels Table 1, and gives information on the creation of periodic border tilings, with an 
illustrative xample for each border type. 
Periodic planar designs 
In Sec. 1, we described how two independent translations T] and T2, applied repeatedly 
to a motif, created a wallpaper pattern, and how the action of these translations on a single 
point of the motif created a lattice of points in the plane (see Fig. 3). The parallelogram having 
as its sides the vectors T~ and T2 will be called a lattice unit; this is a generating region for this 
design which has only translation symmetry. The translations T~ and T2 can be taken as a minimal 
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Table 2. The seven symmetry t pes of periodic border tilings. The left column contains notation for the symmetry 
group and the center column shows a generating region together with a minimal set of generators for each tiling. 
T 
12 H2_~~H i 
ml RJ~IRI 
_ - / :, ' ,' 
r V 
R 
R 2 R 1 
set of generators for the design (we assume that the motif is "minimal," that is, no smaller 
portion of the motif will generate the whole design when acted on by some set of isometries). 
A wallpaper design having only translation symmetry is the simplest periodic planar design. 
Additional isometries can be used to create periodic planar designs having more complex 
symmetry, but the choices for such isometries, both in type and in number, are again very 
limited. Only n-fold rotations, where n = 2, 3, 4, or 6, and selected reflections and glide 
reflections can also be symmetries of periodic planar designs, and there are just 17 distinct 
symmetry groups of such designs. (The proof that there are 17 distinct symmetry groups utilizes 
both geometry and group theory; see, for instance, Refs. [4] and [6].) Every periodic planar 
design must have in its symmetry group two "shortest" independent translations (these cor- 
respond to the periodic nature of the design): a lattice unit for such a design is a parallelogram 
having as its sides the vectors of these two translations (many authors refer to this parallelogram 
as a unit cell). A translation unit for the design will be a minimum area of the plane, which 
when acted on repeatedly by these two translations, fills out the whole design. The shape of a 
translation unit can vary, but for a given design, any translation unit has its area equal to the 
area of a lattice unit. For periodic planar designs, a generating region will be a minimal portion 
of the plane which, when acted on repeatedly by the symmetries of the design, fills out the 
whole design. For each of the 17 types of design, all generating regions for that design will 
have the same area (but not necessarily the same shape), and this will be a fraction of the area 
of a lattice unit for that design. (Many of the mathematical references use the term fundamental 
domain for what we call generating region.) 
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Table 3. For each symmetry g oup, the left figure shows alattice unit containing a enerating re ion (shaded) 
and a minimal set of generators. The right figure shows alattice unit with all symmetries that occur within and 
on the boundary of that lattice unit, The translations that are symmetries of the pattern are generated by vectors 
which form the sides of the lattice unit. 
pl j / / p4 ~ ~ 
Pg f ~- /  f i i i i i t  p4g ~ '~ 
pgg ~ ~ p4m ~ ~ 
p3 
pm p31 " 
o * ~ *  p6 
cmm @ ¢ ~  p6mAW ~ 
centers of 
~ ~ o 2, ~ translation A 3, 
pmm u 4, - - - -~  glide vector 
0 6-  ~ mirror l ine 
fold rotat ion 
Reference [18] explains the notation for the plane symmetry groups; we summarize h re, 
in Table 3, information which illustrates the concepts introduced above. Table 3 shows, for 
each of the 17 types of design, alattice unit containing a shaded generating region and a minimal 
set of generators for that design. The full set of symmetries relative to a lattice unit for each 
design is also shown. (Of course, the minimal sets of generators shown in Table 3 are not 
unique; finding all of the different minimal sets of generators for each symmetry group, as we 
have done for the border designs in Table 1, is an interesting and educational exercise.) By 
placing a motif in a generating region and acting repeatedly on the region by the generating 
isometries, a designer can create aperiodic planar design having the specified symmetry group. 
Periodic plane tilings 
A simple way to create atile which fills the plane by successive translations i  two directions 
was described in Sec. 1: carefully alter a parallelogram. Tiles with simple geometric shapes 
(triangles, rectangles, diamonds, hexagons) can be used to create tilings having more symmetries 
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than just translations. But much more variety is possible: the fanciful animate tiles of M. C. 
Escher are, in most cases, generating regions of periodic plane tilings (see Ref. [14]). Reference 
[19] contains arecipe for creating asingle tile (with enormous freedom in creating its boundary) 
which will fill the plane using as generators three half-turns. A great variety of tilings is displayed 
in the papers by Griinbaum and Shephard; a single illustrative tiling for each of the 17 symmetry 
types is contained in [18]. (A word of explanation for these references: an isohedral, or tile- 
transitive, tiling of the plane is one in which a single tile, acted on repeatedly by a set of 
generators for the symmetry group of the tiling, fills out the whole tiling. In some cases, this 
single tile may be larger than a generating region; that is, part of the tile may be sufficient o 
create the whole tiling.) 
The minimal "ingredients" for a periodic plane tiling are the same as for a periodic planar 
design. A generating region will be a tile of minimal area whose images fill out the whole plane 
when acted on repeatedly by generators of the symmetry group. A translation unit will be a 
minimal block of tiles which fills out the whole plane tiling using only translations. To illustrate 
the variety of shapes which can be chosen for generating regions, we show, in Table 4, for 
each of the 17 symmetry groups a generating region together with generating isometries and a 
translation unit for the corresponding tiling. The boundaries of the generating regions are created 
by "altering" the simple shaded generating regions shown in Table 3, using the generating 
isometries to create boundaries of the tile that are compatible with the action of these isometries. 
For all but three symmetry groups (the exceptions are pmm, p3ml and p4m) we have been 
able to choose as generating regions tiles which have no inherent symmetry, and hence the 
tilings they create have as symmetries only those isometries which are products of the generating 
isometries. 
3. PERFECT COLORING IN BLACK AND WHITE 
Many of the most striking periodic designs in decorative art are colored in black and white. 
There are many likely reasons for this: aesthetic (stark contrast), psychological (emphasize 
figure and ground), economic (black ink, white paper), and others. A balance of black and 
white is sought if the design is to have the two colors reflect its periodic nature. Thus, if we 
think of a periodic tiling generated by a single tile (rosette, border, or plane-covering), and 
wish to color each tile either black or white, a balanced 2-coloring would have equal numbers 
of black and white tiles. If, in addition, the symmetries of the (uncolored) tiling are to be 
emphasized by the coloring, then the individual tiles should be colored white or black in such 
a way that each symmetry of the uncolored tiling either: 
(i) transforms all white tiles to white tiles and all black tiles to black tiles, or 
(ii) transforms all black tiles to white tiles and all white tiles to black tiles. 
A symmetry of the colored tiling which satisfies (i) or (ii) is called a two-color symmet~, of
the tiling. When every symmetry of the uncolored tiling is also a two-color symmetry of the 
colored tiling, we say that he coloring is perfect, or compatible. (Mathematically, each symmetry 
of the uncolored tiling induces a permutation of the colors in the colored tiling.) 
To illustrate these ideas, we have colored the border tiling of type lm from Table 2 in 
black and white in three different ways (see Fig. 13). Each of these coloring is "balanced"; 
there are equal numbers of black and white tiles (assume that the color scheme repeats in the 
same manner ad infinitum, as the border extends to the left and right). Of these three colorings, 
only Fig. 13(a) is perfect: the reflection L and translation T interchange black and white tiles 
and the glide reflection L + T preserves colors of tiles, and all products of these isometries 
satisfy (i) or (ii). In coloring 13(b), while L is a two-color symmetry (interchanging black and 
white), both L + T and T are not color symmetries--both preserve some colors and interchange 
some colors. In coloring Fig. 13(c), all three symmetries L, T, and L + T of the uncolored 
tiling are not color symmetries--all preserve some colors and interchange others. 
Looking at coloring 13(b), we can see that the translation with vector 2T and a glide 
reflection with glide vector twice the length of the vector of L + T are two-color symmetries, 
and so 13(b) could be a perfect coloring for the uncolored tiling whose generating tile is a block 
C~A.1. 2 : 314B-L 
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Table 4. Column 1: symmetry group; column 2: minimal number of generators; column 3: a generating region 
and one minimal set of generators; column 4: area of a generating region relative to a lattice unit; column 5: a 
block of tiles which forms a translation unit; column 6: a lattice unit for the tiling. 
Symmetry Gen. Trans. Lattice 
Group Generators Region Area Unit Unit 
' * "FFq  I I 
of two consecutive "half-arrow" tiles. Thus in order to decide whether a coloring is perfect or 
not, one must first decide what will be considered as the symmetry group of the uncolored 
tiling. (A mathematical observation: enlarging the generating region of a tiling amounts to taking 
as the symmetry group of the uncolored tiling a proper subgroup H of the full symmetry group 
of the uncolored tiling. A coloring of the original tiling which is not compatible with the full 
symmetry group of the tiling may be compatible with the smaller symmetry group H.) No 
reinterpretation f a generating region for the uncolored tiling can make 13(c) a perfect coloring, 
since the reflection L is a symmetry of any uncolored "b lock"  of the arrow tiles, and L "mixes 
colors" in Fig. 13(c)--keeps ome colors the same and interchanges others. 
Creating a periodic tiling and perfectly coloring it in black and white is a very easy task, 
if a designer utilizes the "minimal ingredients" we have defined in Sec. 2. First, create a tile 
which is a generating region for the tiling, and choose a minimal set of generators which will 
produce the whole tiling. Decide the color of the generating tile and also decide, for each 
isometry in the minimal set of generators, if it is to preserve colors [it satisfies (i)] or if it is 
to reverse colors [it satisfies (ii)]. This makes each generating isometry a color symmetry of 
the tiling. Then act repeatedly on the single tile by the color isometries in the minimal set of 
generators--the whole tiling, with its perfect coloring, results. The fact that we have chosen a 
minimal set of generators to create the tiling and induce the coloring guarantees that every 
symmetry of the uncolored tiling will be a color symmetry--no isometry which is a symmetry 
of the uncolored tiling can "mix"  colors in the colored tiling. This is because very symmetry 
of the uncolored tiling is a product of isometries in a minimal set of generators, and none of 
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Table 4. (Continued) 
Symmetry Gen. Trans.  Lat t i ce  
Generators  Area Group Region Unit Unit 
p4g 2 ~ 1/8 ~ - ~  
p4m 3 1 \ /  
/ , ,  
p3 2 ~ 1 3 ~ ~  
the isometries in a minimal set of generators can be written as a product of other isometries in 
the same minimal set. 
This technique of creating perfectly colored black and white periodic filings is especially 
adaptable to computer graphics implementation. Either using hardware or software, acomputer 
graphics program can specify that a region be "filled" in black, or left uncolored. Thus, in 
having the computer produce the images of a single tile by transforming it by generating 
Ca) 
(b) 
(c) 
Fig. 13. Three two-colorings of periodic border tiling lm from Table 2. Only coloring (a) is perfect. 
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isometries, one can attach to each generating isometry a command that will "color" the tile 
black or white. 
For two given perfect colorings of the same (uncolored) periodic tiling, interpretation f
the phrase "have the same two-coloring" has different meanings--certainly among designers, 
and even among mathematicians! Both designers and mathematicians can agree that if a complete 
interchange of colors (black ,~, white) of one coloring produces the other coloring, then the 
two colorings are "the same." After all, one is a positive and the other a negative of the same 
coloring. But if a complete interchange of colors will not produce the same coloring, most 
designers and some mathematicians do not want to consider the colorings as the same. Most 
mathematicians consider two perfect colorings to be the same if the color symmetry groups are 
"the same," i.e. they are generated by the same types of isometries. To illustrate what this 
means, let us adopt the convention of putting a prime after the symbol for an isometry if that 
isometry is to interchange colors [it satisfies (ii)]. Thus the symbol H, for the half-turn which 
is one of the two generators for the border tiling 12 in Table 2 remains HI if the color of the 
image of a tile when HI acts on it is the same as the original tile (HI preserves color), and the 
symbol HI signals the fact that the color of the image of a tile when t/1 acts on it is the reverse 
of the color of the original tile (HI sends a black tile to a white tile and a white tile to a black 
tile). In some literature on color symmetry, Hi would be called a symmetry of the colored tiling 
and HI called an antisymmetry of the colored tiling. The two half-turns H~ and H2 generate the 
border tiling 12 in Table 2. We can choose to have H, preserve or reverse colors, and we can 
(independently) choose to have H E preserve or reverse colors. If both H~ and H2 preserve colors, 
then all tiles in the border they generate will have the same color--we have the single color 
(or uncolored) tiling as in Table 2. If H~ preserves and H 2 reverses  colors, then we get the two- 
coloring shown in Fig. 14(a) (generators Ht and Hi); if H E preserves and H~ reverses colors, 
we get the two-coloring shown in Fig. 14(b) (generators H2 and HI). 
A mere interchange of black and white will not make these two colorings the same. To a 
designer, the black blocks of two tiles and white blocks of two tiles in the two two-colorings 
are distinct. But to the mathematician, these two two-colorings are "the same" in the sense 
that heir color symmetry groups are "the same": each group is generated by one color-reversing 
and one color-preserving half-turn. A designer can see that each of these colored tilings can be 
described as consisting of alternating black and white blocks (of two tiles) where the blocks 
have central symmetry. So even from a design point of view, one could accept he classification 
of these two colored designs as "the same." 
The fourth possible coloring of the tiling is generated by HI and Hi, and is shown in Fig. 
14(c). This coloring is distinct, both artistically and mathematically, from the others. So we 
can summarize the "different" perfect colorings (using two colors) of this single tiling as 
follows: there is one single-color (or uncolored) coloring; artistically, there are three colorings 
using both colors, and mathematically, there are two colorings using both colors (there are two 
distinct wo-color symmetry groups). 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 14. Three perfect wo-colorings of the periodic border tiling of type 12 from Table 2. Although visually 
all three appear different, mathematicians consider the colorings in (a) and (b) to be "the same"; that is, they 
have the "same" two-color symmetry group. 
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The different perfect colorings for rosette tilings are easily described. For a tiling having 
only n-fold rotational symmetry (symmetry group Cn), no perfect coloring using two colors is 
possible if n is odd, and there is just one perfect coloring using two colors if n is even. For a 
tiling having n-fold kaleidoscopic symmetry (symmetry group Dn), for n > 1, there are three 
perfect colorings using two colors, but only two distinct wo-color symmetry groups. (Recall 
that Dn is generated by two reflections Ri and R E which intersect at an angle of 180°/n; each of 
these can be chosen to be color-preserving or color-reversing.) We illustrate these remarks in 
Fig. 15, which shows two rosette tilings and their perfect wo-colorings. Colored tilings which 
have the same color symmetry group are bracketed. 
In Table 5, we illustrate the different perfect wo-colorings of border tilings from Table 
2, indicating their generators. When two colorings have the same two-color symmetry group, 
we have bracketed them. There are 17 distinct wo-color symmetry groups of the periodic border 
tilings; if we add the 7 single-color tilings, we see that (from the point of view of symmetry 
groups), there are 24 distinct ways to perfectly color a periodic tiling using at most two colors. 
Perfect wo-colorings of periodic plane tilings can be created in the same manner as we 
have described for border tilings, utilizing information on generating regions and minimal sets 
of generators for these tilings (Table 4). We illustrate in Fig. 16 the three possible perfect wo- 
colorings of the pl tiling in Fig. 4(a). The colorings in Fig. 16 are a good illustration of how 
vastly different are the artistic and mathematical interpretations of the concept of "same col- 
oring." The colorings of Figs. 16(b) and 16(c) give the visual effect of alternating black and 
white strips of tiles which fill the plane--if direction is disregarded, they could be considered 
"the same type" of coloring. However, coloring 16(a) is distinctly different from those in (b) 
and (c), a checkerboard pattern of black and white tiles in which the outline of each tile is 
clearly visible. Artistically, coloring (a) must be considered as distinct from those in (b) and 
(c). But all three colorings have the "same" color symmetry group--a group generated by one 
color-preserving and one color-reversing translation. (The color symmetry group of coloring 
16(a) is not only generated by TI and T~, but also generated by TI and T3 = TI + T~, and T3 
is a color-preserving translation.) Thus the mathematical literature will indicate that there is 
just one two-color symmetry group for a pl tiling. 
(b) 
J 
----'V"- 
Fig. 15. (a) The only perfect wo-coloring of the C4 rosette tiling in Fig. 7. (b) Three perfect wo-colorings of 
the D,_ rosette tiling in Fig. 9(c). The two colorings which are bracketed have the same two-color symmetry 
group; visually, these two colorings have the same property of having a mirror line divide the tiling into a black 
half and a matching white half. 
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Table 5. All possible perfect wo-colorings of the tilings in Table 2. Generators for each coloring are given, 
and colorings having the same two-color symmetry group are bracketed. 
Border Distinct Generators 
Type 2-color of 
groups 2-coloring 
ii 1 T' 
ig 1 G ' 
R i, R~ 
ml 2 <R{, R 2 
L, T' 
im 3 L', T 
L F, T F 
H, H' 
mg 3 R', H 
R', H' 
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Table 5. (Continued) 
JL" RI" R~ 
, R~, R 2 
L, R~, R 2 
mm 5 L', R 1, R 2 
.IL', R1, R~ 
L ' ,  R~, R 2 
L t R r R~ 
The shape of a generating tile, and the way in which that tile is surrounded by adjacent 
tiles, are extremely important factors in determining the visual effect of a two-coloring. The 
tiling in Fig. 4(b) can be generated by exactly the same translations T~ and T2 which generate 
the tiling in Fig. 4(a), but the hexagon tile is shaped so that three, rather than four, tiles meet 
at a point. Three perfect wo-colorings for this tiling are shown in Fig. 17; all give the visual 
impression of alternating strips of black tiles and white tiles. Thus to say that these three 
colorings have the "same two-color symmetry group" is in better agreement with the visual 
effect of the tilings. 
These examples point out the need for a classification of perfectly two-colored tilings which 
gives consistent information about he visual impression of colored tilings of the "same type." 
For uncolored tilings, Griinbaum and Shephard have provided a classification of tilings by 
"isohedral type" which is much finer than the classification by symmetry group, and takes 
into account he manner in which each tile is surrounded by congruent copies of itself[7]. A 
finer classification of colored filings is contained in their forthcoming book, Patterns and Tilings 
(W. H. Freeman). 
Another artistic oncern in coloring with two (or more) colors is ignored by the mathematical 
technique of perfectly coloring periodic tilings. Most artists (and many mathematicians) wish 
to have the shape of each individual tile visible; thus no two tiles having the same color should 
share a boundary. (This is often termed the map-coloring restriction: map makers must color 
4 
(a) (h) l (c) 
Fig. 16. The three two-colorings of the pl tiling in Fig. 4(a). Coloring (a) is generated byT~ and T~; coloring 
(b) is generated byT, and T~; coloring (c) is generated byT~ and T2. 
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(a) ~ (b) ~ (c) 
Fig. 17. Three perfect wo-colorings of the tiling in Fig. 4(b). Colorings (a), (b) and (c) are generated by the 
same translations which generate the corresponding colorings of the tilings in Fig. 16. 
adjacent countries with different colors.) Many perfect wo-colorings do not satisfy this restric- 
tion; note that of the six perfectly colored tilings shown in Figs. 16 and 17, only one of these 
is "map-colored." [A minimum of three colors is required for any map-coloring of the tiling 
in Fig. 4(b).] In coloring his periodic tilings, M. C. Escher insisted that this restriction be met; 
his own classification system of his colored tilings emphasizes this property to a greater extent 
than compatibility with all symmetries of the tiling. 
We do not provide here an illustration for each of the possible two-colorings and two-color 
symmetry groups of the 17 types of periodic plane tilings. However, our description of the 
technique to create a perfect wo-coloring and the information in Table 4 should make this a 
relatively easy exercise. A word of caution: a threefold rotation cannot be a color-reversing 
isometry. We summarize in Table 6 the number of distinct wo-color symmetry groups for each 
of the 17 types of periodic plane tilings and the number of different ways to create a perfect 
two-coloring using minimal sets of generators for these tilings. Although there are 46 (math- 
ematically distinct) two-color symmetry groups, the number of "artistically distinct" colorings 
is far greater than this (and this number is open to a variety of interpretations). 
The concept of perfect coloring in black and white can also be applied to periodic designs 
(rather than tilings), but there is a degree of ambiguity as to how the design is colored which 
must be resolved by the designer in order to apply the coloring technique we have described 
for tilings. The ambiguity arises because of the figure-and-ground aspect of these designs which 
is not present in the tilings, in which each tile is colored a single color. The motif is a "figure," 
placed on a (back)ground, and the designer may or may not choose to consider the ground as 
part of the design to be perfectly colored. If only the motif is colored, and the ground remains 
"neutral," then color-reversing isometries will only change the color of the motif, and not 
affect he ground at all (in effect, the ground is treated as a third color, and is not changed by 
any isometry of the design). If the ground is considered as part of the design, it is normally 
colored in contrast to the motif--the figure is against he ground. In this case, color-reversing 
isometries will change the color of both figure and ground: white against black becomes black 
against white. (Some of the most confusing illustrations that occur in the literature on two- 
colored designs and tilings is a result of not making clear the role of the white vs the black 
Table 6. 
Number of Ways of Creating a 
Number of Perfect Two-Coloring Using a 
Symmetry Group Two-Color Groups Minimal Set of Generators 
pl 1 3 
pg 2 3 
pgg 2 3 
cm 3 3 
pm 5 7 
p2 2 7 
pmg 5 7 
cmm 5 7 
pmm 5 7 
!o4 2 3 
p4g 3 3 
p4m 5 7 
p3 0 0 
p31m ! 1 
p3ml 1 1 
p6 I l 
p6m 3 3 
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portions of a design--is the white merely background which does not change color, or is some 
or all of the white a part of the design which will change to black under a color-reversing 
isometry?) There can even be a "mixed" interpretation f black and white in a two-color design; 
for example, the motif will contain portions of white and portions of black, and will be outlined 
in black against a white ground. A color-reversing isometry will leave the ground white and 
the outline black, but reverse the coloring of the black and white portions of the motif. There 
is no ambiguity in creating such a design, since (presumably) the designer has a clear idea of 
which portions of the motif and ground that the color-reversing isometries are to affect, and 
which they are to ignore. However, classification of the resulting two-color design by color 
symmetry group (without he knowledge of the assumptions made by the designer) is an am- 
biguous task. 
We illustrate these comments in Fig. 18 with three periodic border designs, each of which 
has been perfectly colored, using the same set of generating isometries, but with differing 
interpretations of figure and ground. 
4. PERFECTLY COLORING DESIGNS AND TIL1NGS WITH THREE OR MORE COLORS 
This section is necessarily brief--in a word, one cannot avoid learning a bit of group 
theory in order to understand how what we have described for two colors can be extended in 
a very nice way to create periodic tilings (and designs) colored with several colors, in which 
the coloring is compatible with the symmetries of the uncolored tiling. If we begin with a 
periodic tiling of the plane, which has been generated in the manner described in Sec. 2, and 
the tiles are each colored with a single color and k colors are used in the coloring, such a k- 
coloring is called perfect (or compatible) if each symmetry of the uncolored tiling induces a 
permutation of the k colors. By this, we mean that all tiles having the same color (for instance, 
red) are transformed by a symmetry of the tiling to tiles all having the same color (for instance, 
blue). (Although a different symmetry may send the red tiles to tiles of a different color, say 
green, no symmetry of the uncolored tiling may "mix" colors, sending some red tiles to blue 
and other red tiles to green.) 
Although simple perfect colorings of some tilings can be discovered by experimentation 
(or using some "obvious" colorings), group theory is the key to finding all such perfect 
colorings. Each subgroup S of the symmetry group G of the uncolored tiling, where the index 
of S in G is k, determines a perfect k-coloring. The symmetries in S act on one chosen tile 
which is colored a particular color (say white) and all of the images of that tile under the 
isometries in S are also colored white. Each of the k cosets of S in G is identified with one of 
the k colors, and the isometries in that coset are used to transform the original (white) tile to 
Fig. 18. Three perfectly two-colored border designs of type pl which differ in interpretation of figure and 
ground. 
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Fig. 19. A perfect hree-coloring of the tiling in Fig. 4(b), and a perfect hree-coloring of the p3 tiling in 
Table 4. 
images having the color attached to the coset. In this way, the tiling is colored with the k colors, 
and the technique of coloring guarantees that the k-coloring is perfect. 
We can illustrate these ideas by examining the three different perfect wo-colorings of the 
border of type mg shown in Table 5. To be concrete, we specify the generating tile of the border 
as the first tile at the left side of the portion of the border depicted in the table. In the first 
coloring (generated by R, H ' ) ,  the subgroup S of symmetries which sends the generating tile 
to white tiles is generated by the reflection R and the translation T; the index of S in the symmetry 
group G of the tiling is 2. The coset of S in G which contains the half-turn H contains all the 
symmetries which send the generating tile to black tiles (this coset consists of all of the half- 
turns and glide reflections which are symmetries of the border). In the second coloring (generated 
by R' ,  H), the subgroup S to which the color white is attached is generated by the half-turn H 
and translation T. This subgroup S also has index 2 in G and the coset of S in G to which the 
color black is attached consists of all of the reflections and glide reflections which are symmetries 
of the border. In the third coloring (generated by R' ,  H' ) ,  the subgroup S to which the color 
white is attached is generated by the glide reflection R + H; again, S has index 2 in G. The 
coset of S in G to which the color black is attached consists of all half-turns and reflections 
which are symmetries of the border. 
Reference [2] gives an elementary introduction to group theory; Refs. [8], [21] and [22] 
are perhaps the most readable of the many papers on color symmetry. Reference [20] gives an 
excellent overview of the evolution of the concepts and techniques put forth by many investigators 
as the theory of color symmetry developed. Reference [26] is a fairly technical (mathematical) 
work, but the most systematic treatment available, and indicates how the process of describing 
and enumerating the k-color groups can be carried out with the aid of a computer. 
Our last illustration, Fig. 19, shows two perfect three-colorings: a coloring of the tiling 
for which the perfect wo-colorings in Fig. 17 were not map-colorings, and one of our p3 tilings 
from Table 4, for which no perfect two-coloring exists. 
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